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November 14, 1980 r"e Univers ity of Michigan Low School qges 
Protesters rally against CIA 
\' 
R. G. Photo by Lisa Klausner 
By Cub Schwartz 
The Law School was the scene of one 
of the largest demonstrations inrecent 
years last Thursday as the National 
Lawyers Guild and various other 
student groups protested CIA inter-
views on campus. 
About 200 persond, few of them law 
students, chanted , picketed and 
listened to speakers attack the CIA 
during the lunchtime protest. The 
speakers said that by· allowing the 
Agency to interview on campus, t~e 
University was an accessory to 1ts 
crimes and they demanded that the 
Agency's interview privileges be 
rescinded. 
"The law is perverted and subor· 
dinate to the strategy of the CIA,'' said 
Russ Bellant, student government 
president at Wayne State and an anti· 
CIA activist. " We must militantly 
challenge it whenever it pops its head 
up." 
Ballant said that the Office of 
General Council IOGC , the ofhce on 
campus to recruit law students, has 
been involved in Agency improprieties. 
He alleged that the General Counsel 
approached Attorney General Robert 
Kennedy in the early 60s to discuss an 
assassination plot against Castro. Ken-
nedy dismissed the idea, he said 
ee CJA. Pa~e 8 
The National Lawyers Guild and other campus groups opposed to the CIA protested the 
1>resence of its interviewer at the Law School last Thursday. 
Residential Committee 
to present free movies 
Senate takes action on 
library overcrowding 
The LSSS Residential Policy Com-
mittee would like to make three impor-
tant announcements to the Jaw school 
student body. 
First, the announcement which the 
most students will find the most in· 
teresting. On Saturday, November 15, 
the Committee will be featuring 'Satur-
day Night at the Movies' at eight p.m . 
in the Lawyer's Club Lounge. Ad-
mission will be free , but donations 
would be welcome in bolstering a 
sagging budget. Popcor n will be 
available at a nominal fee . Tl)e evening 
will open with a classic Bugs Bunny 
cartoon, " What's Up Doc?" The main 
fare will be an Astaire and Rogers 
double bill, featuring the inimitable 
dancing duo in the classics "Shall We 
Dance" a nd "Top Hat. " Patrons a re 
welcome to see either or both of the 
films; those wishing to see only "Top 
Hat" should arrive by ten p.m. Seating 
will be informal, i.e., on the fl oor, so 
br inging a pillow or blanket migh t be a 
good idea. Signs with further infor-
mation will be posted a round the Law 
School. 
Second, the a nnouncement which 
drew a lmost no a ttention the first time 
it was made is being r epeated. The 
Residential Policy Committee will be 
holding its second meeting Monday, 
November 18, at seven p.m . in the 
Lawyer 's Club Lounge. Items on the 
agenda will include the state of the 
budget, other social activities the 
Committee plans to sponsor, and the 
progress made on various im· 
provement projects ar ound the Club, 
including a second spoUight for the 
Quad. Also the Committee will discuss 
pr iorities and projects that will be fun-
ded under next year's budget, which 
brings us to the last announcement. 
Third, the Policy Committee will be 
switching hats next semester to become 
the Rate Committee. The Rate Com· 
mittec develops the room and board 
budget which will be submitted to the 
Board of Governors for approval in 
Febr uary . In addition to deciding how 
much a room will cost a t the Club next 
year, the Rate Com mittee decides on 
budget a lloca tions for m ajor renova tion 
projects .. lncluded in last year 's budget 
were allocations for r efurbishing the 
Cook Room, reupholster ing the easy 
chairs in student rooms, and buying 
new desk chairs . Work has been slow 
on these projects, but r esults should be 
See Movies. Page 3 
By Richard Cauley 
When was the last time you went into 
the Law Library to do some research on 
your open mem o or just study 
Securities Regulation and found that 
not only were there no seats to be had, 
but that hall the places were taken up 
by nineteen-year-old undergra duate 
groupies studying Italian or intense 
groups of Dental stude nts drawing 
teeth? Have you ever wanted to just go 
up to them, punch them out, and toss 
them bodily out of the library? 
J udging from the tenor of this week's 
Sena te meeting, you may soon have 
your chance to do just that. At least an 
hour of the meeting was taken up by 
discussing the problem of library over-
crowding and measures that could be 
taken to deal with it. 
The solution to the problem was put 
ma inly in terms of deterrance . F irst-
year member Joe _Parise suggested 
simply doing a sweep of the library on-
ce or twice a week, cheCking ID's and 
a sking all non-law students to leave. 
This, he said , would get the message 
across to the undergraduates that they 
should study in their own library. 
Other ideas proposed wer e posting a 
Se_n:~te member a t the door of the 
library who would check ID's and as~ 
non ·law students not to come in <th is 
same procedure was tried by last 
year 's Sena te, to no a ppreciable effect) 
and the stationing of a Senate member 
inside the library who would ask non-
law students to leave upon the request 
of a law student who could not find a 
seat. 
The proposal ultimately accepted, 
however, was the posting of a sign a t 
the door of the library which would 
read : " Attention! This is a Peak Time 
m-Th 7-9 p.m ., Sunday 2-5 p.m., 7-9 
p.m .) The Reading Roomis for Law 
Slude nts only. Those students not 
having a legitimate need for legal 
mater ials s hould use their own 
libraries. YOU MAY BE ASKED TO 
LEAVE." A motion to pos1 such a sign 
passed on a 7·3· 1 r oll call vote. The 
votes were a s follows: McMurtie-Y, 
Parise-Y, Lotterman-Y. Douglas-A, 
Chafin-N, Crawley-Y, Robb-Y, Moore-
Y, Stankewicz-N, Heller-N, Beggs-Y. 
In other action, Board of Governor 
representative Gary Robb announced 
that the referendum on whether to 
require Seniors to wear caps and gowns 
at the Senior Day ceremonies would be 
held next Tuesday, November 18 from 
9-4 in front of Room 100. 
Law .in 
the Raw 
Compiled by Matthew Kiefer 
Taking it to the Streets 
Students at the University of Miami Law School are 
putting their classroom training to practical use. 
They are in the process of forming a class to file suti 
against the school administration, seeking an injun-
ction against the issuance of parking tickets and 
retroactive relief in the form of quashing previously 
issued tickets. Publicity for the organization effort 
bills the suit as a " peaceful revolt". 
Ante Up! 
-Slip Sheet, U. of Miami 
Law School, October 29. 1980 
Student Lawyer's annual s ur vey of starting 
\ sala ries for new law grads covers 18 American 
cities, reporting high, low, a nd average figures for 
private firms and corporate counsel's offices. Cities 
whose pr ivate firms offers the biggest bucks for 
your bra ins are, in descending order : New York 
($38,000/ yr.), Washington ($35,000), Houston and 
Milwaukee ($31,000), and Chicago ($30,500). The 
smallest dollar volumes are reported in Boston and 
St. Louis ($25,000), Minneapolis ($24,500), a nd Cin-
c innati ($24,000). Among the s ur vey's more 
sobering findings is that about 20 percent of recent 
law grads are currently unemployed, while a nother 
20 percent are either " underemployed or grossly 
underpaid". The article does, however , mention 
Michigan, Ya le, and Northwestern as examples of 
schools having "excellent" placement offices. 
-student Lawyer , November /980 
Ms . . R.epresentation 
At a recent conference in Los Angeles on " Women 
in the Law," Sharon Zeach, a Stanford University 
linguist, offered participants som~ suggestions for 
improving their courtroom presence. Among Ms. 
Zeach's tips were to " use chopping gestures of 
flowing gestur es," to " use precise dates. and num-
bers, " and to " keep one's voice at a lower , more 
authori tative pitch." 
-Student Lawyer. November. /980 
New Kid on the Block 
Washington's fledgling Potomac School of Law is 
having its share of problems . In addition to 1ts con-
tinuing fiscal woes, the school has been denied ABA 
accreditation, a nd is having trouble obtaining a 
zoning var iance for its planned move to a residen-
tial neighborhood on Capitol Hill. Adding insul t to 
injury, the school has recently been sued by its for-
mer dean a nd founder , William D. Hur ley, for 
severance pay a nd consul ta nt fees . 
-~ationa l Law Journa l, No\·em her 17. / 980 
Bite of the Big A pple 
A recent (and supposedly secret> Price Waterhouse 
study reveals tha t the median income of partners in 
the largest New York law firms rose 20% in 1979 to 
$214,000. At the same time, median yearly billa ble 
hours at the same firms increased to 1,543 for pa r-
tners, and 1,797 Cor associates. Based on a fifty week 
year, this computes to about 31 billable hours per 
week for partners, a nd 36 for associates. The study 
also found that in 1979, 2.1% of the associates at 
these firms made partner during that year, com-
pared to a nationa l figure of 8.6%. 
- American Lawyer, Now'ITtber 1980 
Whose Problem is it? 
Two judges a nd a city attorney in Los Angeles, a ll 
admitted homosexua ls, have penned angry letters 
to the local papers a bout a recent pronouncement 
by Federa l District Court Judge A. Andrew Hauk. 
In sentencing a Mexican convicted on enter ing the 
country illega lly , the judge repor tedly rema rked , 
"and he isn' t even a fag, like all these faggots from 
Cuba we're letting in". The judge has also provoked 
the ire of local feminists by obser ving, in a sex 
discrimination case, that "a man wouldn't do these 
crazy things if he was a n employee ... [women ] 
have different problems. They have their monthly 
problem, which upsets them emotionally a s we a ll 
know, or at least those of us who have wives or 
daughters". 
-~ational Law Journal. Noember 17, 1980 
Creative Process 
Chicago process server Frank Glassner nickna med 
The Grim Reaper <he always gets his 'man), was 
getting despondent. His latest mark had evaded 
repeated attempts to be served over a loan defa ult. 
Then the Reaper happened to notice a wedding a n-
nouncement •n the newspaper . Dressed a p -
propriately, he stood in the receiving line at the 
reception. As the groom a pproached. Glassner ha n-
ded him an envelope a ppearing to contain a wed-
ding gift. Another pa rty had been served . 
-National La w Journal, October 20, 1980 
Quote of the Week 
"The man is a guru, a visionary, the most exciting 
thinker I have ever known. " -Joe Sax devotee and 
Wayne State law prof Zygmunt Plater, on the sub-
ject of Joe Sax . 
STEVE'S LUNCH 
Cameron seems able to execute several 
difficult stunts with a minimum of 
preparation for a scene in Cross' movie 
where he is chased across a series of 
rooftops by German soldier s. <At one 
point he ca rries out a series of com-
plicated leaps and falls in such quick 
· succession it looks as if it were done in 
one take for Cross' film , where it 
probably took several hours to com-
plete , and is a compliment to this film 's 
editors >. 
a llows the film to lapse into preten-
siousness. Still , it doesn'r a ll work. 
There is a subplot in which Cameron 
fa lls in love with Nina (Barbara Her-
shey), the beautiful heroine of Cross ' 
movie ; but with the exception of two 
well orchestrated scenes, she seems 
merely to be in the way of The tunt 
Ma n's fra ntic forward progress. There 
is no real clue as to why Cameron a nd 
Nina a r e drawn to each other s o 
quickly, or as to what makes either of 
them tick. When Cameron, amazed at 
his luck in making it with the starlet, 
remarks that their instant attraction to 
each other is ·'just like it is in the 
movies." " I am the movies," ina 
purringly responds. but Ms. Hershey 
has neither the aplomb nor the screen 
presence to make true believers out of 
the audience on this point. 
"The Omelet Shop" 
J)f)f~li~IJ)~~ 
1313 SOUTH UNIVERSITY 
Hours MON-FRI 8-5 
SAT 8-7 
SUN 9-10 
U rl S. Uttl• • nlty 
A tttt A r.._, 
seL~£~:~: fu!!t:!,t 
POSTERS • RES UMES • NEWSLETTERS 
PROGRAMS • BROC H U RES • STATS 
BOOt<LETS • B U S INESS C A RDS 
EN V ELOPES • L E TTERHE A D S 
WED DI N G INVITA TIONS 
R U B BER STAMP S 
N C R FORMS 
COP I E S 
761 -4 922 
717 NORTH UNIVER S ITY • ANN ARBOR. MICHI GAN 
Action SportsWear 
" Swimwear, bodyw ear and footw ear"· 
"FACTORY CLOSEOUTS" 
to ••~•14 
( l'lll•rrow. 
m•~lluM , •141e ) 
e lso fee tt~rln•• 
K ANGAROOS 
fll"eiRLANO 
eo on 
STRU T CARS 
406 E. Liberty 
2 blocks off State 663-6771 
In The tunt l\Ia n. notbing turns out to 
be what it seems. Scenes which look 
dangerous and gory when viewed-close 
up tur n out to be well-crafted illusions 
when the camera draws back to give us 
the whole picture. Undoubtedly, direc-
tor Richard Rush 's intention is to 
caution us against drawing conclusions 
too hastily by concentrating on parts of 
a situation revealing limited infor-
mation while ignoring the larger whole. 
By doing so. the film suggests. we only 
succeed in c reating our own an-
tagonists in our heads. ~At one point, 
Cross points out that his film " isn' t 
about fighting wars ; it 's about fighting 
windmills."> Where Rush succeeds , 
however, is in taking the viewer for a 
r ide on an exhiliarating trip through a 
film which serves as both action-
suspense farce, deception as visual en-
ter tainment, and morality tale while 
hurtling forward at a breathless pace. 
Some of the act10n is definitely hit-and-
miss in its execution, but Rush never 
As a movie about the joys a nd 
frustrations of moviemaking, The tunt 
"\1an compares favorably with such 
films as Truffaut's Day for Night, a nd 
Howard Zieff's Hear ts of the West. 
Lawrence Marcus' literate screenplay 
is stylishly handled by director Rush, 
who gets uncommonly good perfor-
mances from the minor cha racters in 
the cast. The Stunt -'1an is one of the 
most lively and imaginative films to 
emerge from Hollywood this year . 
Normandie 
Flowers 
Fresh Flowers & Plants 
1104 S. UniverSity 
Ann Arbor. Michigan 48104 
313/996-1811 
Your Campus Flow er Connection 
notices .. 
E qua l Jus ti ce Foundation : J oe 
Tulman, a member of the national of-
fice of the Equa l Justice Foundation, 
wi ll be meeting with interes ted 
Michigan Law students on Tuesday, 
November 18, at 3:00 p.m. in the Cook 
Room of the Lawyer 's Club. EJF is a 
contr ibutor-controlled organization of 
lawyers and law students dedicated to 
reducing the barriers that deny citizens 
equal access to the legal system. 
Among the prominent figures who have 
endorsed EJI-' are Ramsey Clark, 
Ralph Nader, and Laurence Tribe. 
One to three additional LEXIS Con-
sultants will be hired for Winter 
semester. While LEXIS or computer 
experience is important, teaching 
ability is more so. Interested? Leave a 
note at the Computer Facility mailbox 
in 300 Hutchms or with a Consultant in 
the LEXIS room. with your name and 
phone number and detailing your 
relevant experience. Deadline 
Thanksgtvmg, interviews the week af-
ter. 
Jewish law students a nd other in· 
terested persons a re invi ted to attend 
lunch-time sessions of the Tora h· 
reading of the week. Led by Rabbi 
E lisha Prero, a third year student, the 
weekly sessions will concentrate on 
themes of relevance to modern day 
living. Bring your lunch to the Cook 
Room every Monday at 12:15 p.m. 
Seniors: Don 't forget to vote on 
Tuesday, November 18 on whether to 
wear caps and gowns on Senior Day. 
Please note that the deadline for sub-
mitting applications for the February 
1981 Michigan Bar has been extended to 
December 15, 1980. Applications for 
current and past U/ M Law SchJOI 
students are available m the Records 
Office .. 300 Hutchins Hall . 
LOST Yellow notebook full of con· 
stitut10nal Jaw notes. If found , please 
contact Elise at 995-0344. 
There is a need for a weekly bulletin 
which wi ll list s hort not ices and 
de-adlines. The sheet will a ppear each 
Monday at 1:30 p.m. in front of Room 
100 Hutchins Hall for students and by 
the mailboxes on the third floor of Hut· 
chins for sta ff members. 
The format :.viii be simple and direc t. 
The object of printing this bulletin is to 
provide a timely forum for last m inute 
dates to remember each week. 
All hotices should be: 
1) legibly printed or typed; 
2) submitted to Crispin Birnbaum in 
303 Hutchins Hall by the pre vious 
Friday at 4:00p.m. {I would very much 
appreciate it if you could submit 
notices earlier in the week if at all 
possible>: 
3 brief. 
The first publication will appear 
~ovember lOth with the deadline for 
nouees for that publication due on 
Friday. November 7th at 4 p.m. at the 
latest. 
NOTE : Dia ne Varney in Dean 
Eklund's office is the caretaker of the 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS which is 
posted on the first floor bulletin board , 
on the third fl oor and in Dean E klund's 
office . Notices should a lso be submitted 
to go up on each month's calendar via 
Diane: · 
Notices must be submitted by 
Tuesday at noon to be included 
in that Friday's issue. They 
may be dropped off either in the 
R.G. box next to the Senate of-
fice ~ opposite Room 220 Hut-
chins Hall), or at the R.G. of-
fice above the Lawver 's Club 
kitchen. Notices should be 
ty ped, double-spaced, and 
should identify the sponsoring 
organization . 
N uke The Groupies! Movies F rom Page I 
With the completion of the 
library addition imminent, 
there has been a question 
raised as to whether non-law 
students should be permitted 
to use it, I think not. 
The present rate of t he 
" Reading" Room in instruc-
tive. Last year there were one 
or two non-law students per 
table, and even so few drew 
com plamts But on some 
nights in the last mon~h . fully 
ha lf the persons in the 
" Reading" Room have been 
non-law students. They ma ke 
the search for an empty seat a 
long and arduous one, a nd 
they ma ke enough noise to 
hinder a ny attempt a t serious 
studying. 
The s t acks, nominally 
c losed e ven to most law 
s tudents, are not immune to 
underg radua t e preda tion . 
They infest the carrels like 
cockroaches. Recently two 
undergraduates were chased 
out of the Journa l office. Is 
nothing sacred? 
I r ecognixe the desirability 
of expanding our' horizons, in· 
elud ing socia l horizons, 
beyond the na rrow confines of 
the Law Quad. But a s much as 
we hate to admit it, most of us 
are in law school to learn. 
That entails study, a lot of 
study, a nd requires a quiet 
place to study in . The 
" Reading" Room is no longer 
tha t quiet place. 
It has been pleaded that the 
UGLI cannot accommodate 
ever y underg raduate. The 
a rgument fails, of course, to 
justify the presence of several 
dozen medica l a nd dental 
students, who have adequate 
libra r ies of their own. It also 
ignores lhe fact that there a re 
four law students for every 
seat in the " Reading" Room. 
It has also been suggested 
that some law students like to 
study with a wife or boyfriend. 
I know of only two such law 
students, and they a re 
married to each other. But, 
even assuming that this is a 
real problem, the "Reading" 
Room is qu ite capable of 
filling that need. 
It does not fill the crying 
need for a quiet place to study. 
That lack is a major failing of 
our law sch<NI's facilities. If it 
can be remedied even par-
tially by excluding non-law 
students from the library ad· 
dition , that step should be 
taken. 
The au thor, a prominent 
Reading Room socialite, is a 
second year student at the Law Sc-
vhool. 
A definite time will be set later. If you 
have any questions, contact ·either 
Charles Ryans, Chairman of the 
Residential Policy Committee, or 
Diane Nafranowicz, Director of the 
Lawyer's Club. 
showing up soon . If you are interested 
m affecting the future of the Club in a 
postltve manner, please attend the 
mejlting of the Residential Polley 
committee. In addition, the first 
meeting of the Rate Committee will be 
held during the first week of December. 
Custom Designed 
Leather 
handmade on premises 
briefcases • vests • wallets • purses 
be lts & buckles • bookbags 
custom-made luggage • wa ter dyer moccasms 
wine skins • deer skin gloves lsrablished 1971 
The Mu~e Skinner leather Shop 
611 S. Forest A ve., Ann A rbor • 665-5575 
open t~l 9 pm on Fridays 
R€G€NCYTRAV€L INC. 
Serving the 
University Community- University Delivery Service 
STUDENTS FACULTY STAFF 
Individuals or Groups / Domestic or International 
MAJOR CREDIT CARDS HONORED 
"we can arrange ;ob in terview flight for you" 
HOTELS • CA R RENTALS • CRUISES 
CALL 
665-6122 
"Satisfying Your Full Travel Needs with Friendly Personalized Service" 
(()ru~enient ~Q!ion : 601 E. William 
• (CORNER E. WilliAM & MAYP-(ARD) ANN ARBOR 
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Mr. Rogers' 
Neighborhood 
By Mr. Rogers 
Things aren't the sam e on 
the old plantation. Grandpa 
Rogers used to tell s tor ies 
about the days of sweet 
prosperity in the Old South. He 
.._ ____________ ....;. _________ _,. enjoyed the long hot summers 
when you'd cool your heels in 
the creek and watch the bulls 
abuse the cows. I can't say 
in taxes and increased 
prosperity. My own belief is 
that a term with Reagan could 
do wonderful things to the 
economy. There's nothing that 
will slap a country out of a 
Depression any faster than an 
honest to goodness war. That's 
O.K. with my Grandpa too. He 
doesn't see the purpose of 
keeping all these high priced 
nuclear weapons around 
unless you're going to use they 
every once in a while. 
questionable va lue a re 
achieved at the cost of tram-
pling lives underfoot. The Old 
South was a lot like that. It 
was a great place to be if you 
were one of the privileged 
c lasses. It has a thriving 
economy, but I sure-wouldn~ 
have wanted to be born on the 
wrong side of the cotton field. 
It was easy to point to the 
people who suffered for that 
prosperity. race being an-
easily recognized cha rac-
teristic. Today's economy 
does not lend itself to such a 
clear cut and conclus ive 
classifications. but I do think 
that the burden of develop-
ment will be felt more heavily 
by the less privileged. 
Senate 
AS THE fall term begins to wind down we feel that some recognition of this year 's Law 
School Student Senate is in order. 
For those of you who don't remember (and 
those of you whb don 't want to remember) the 
Senate has a tradition of p~tty bickering and 
general ineptitude. It looks like this year will 
serve as a break from tradition. 
Under the direction of President Doug 
EHmann, the Senate seems to have set its sights 
on becoming an honest-to-goodness deliberative 
body. While there is plenty ._ of disagreement 
among Senators on a number of issues, the 
debate has been constructive and conducive to 
informed decision-making. 
Unlike years of past, this year's Senate wants 
to do something-not just complain about how 
bad things are at the law school. As a result, it of-
ten may appear that it is too cautious in its 
dealings with the school administration and 
student organizations . 
While this may be true in a few instances, on 
the whole the Senate's accomplishrilents are the 
result of moving carefully at first to test the 
waters , not because of timidity. 
This has produced some laudable results. The 
9500 dollar appropriation from the Dean's 
Discretionary fund is perhaps the most impor-
tant. While most budgets on campus were either 
reduced or held constant, the Senate's revenues 
from the discretionary fund increased by 1000 
dollars over last year. 
The Senate bas also been instrumental in 
urging the law school to make the Lawyers Club 
accessible to the handicapped. Along the same 
line, it has urged the Admissions Office to take 
affirmative steps to recruit and enroll more han-
dicapped students. 
Of course, everything hasn't been rosy this 
year. Some senators feel somewhat disappointed 
by the performance of certain Senate Commit-
t~es and student organizations, especially in 
hght of their substantial funding. Although the 
Senate has not officially acted, many individual 
Senators have been disappointed with the Social -
Committee and a few of the larger student 
organizations because of their inefficient use of 
funds. We share their concern in this area. 
On the other hand, many of the Senate Com-
mittees which in the past lay dormant have been 
resurrected this year to level of prominence. In 
particular, student input on the Academic Stan-
dards and Incentives Committee and the Faculty 
Search Committee is important, expecially now, 
when far-reaching decisions are being made. 
Perhaps the most pleasant aspect of this 
year's Senate is the cooperation that exists 
among a widely diverse group. It is somewhat 
incredible that a body which includes Dave 
Heller, Gary Robb and Steve stankewicz also 
includes Julie HurwitZ, Alisa sparkia and Nancy 
Chafin-and they accomplish something! 
that's my cup of tea , but 
Grandpa always looks at 
things differently than I do. 
He's not exactly a liberal 
thinker. Grandpa thought the 
recognition of civil rights in 
the South was a greater defeat 
than that suffered at Ap-
pomattox. He voted regularly 
for Lester Maddox <probably 
still does > and thinks the 
Saviour is reborn in the form 
of our next President. Anyone 
who draws a full 1% of 
Detroit's black voters looks 
good in my Grandfather 's 
eyes. 
Of course, Gramps always 
did sympathize with people of 
his own age, but his a d-
miration of Mr. Reagan goes 
far beyond that. He wants the 
Canal back. His theory is tha t 
a bunch of disorgani zed 
Panamanians can' t controt-
something as vita l as the 
Canal. That's to be expected 
though, he always did like 
Teddv Roosevelt. 
Gramps is no fa n of big 
government either . He is at-
tacked by the promises of cuts 
LETTERS: 
To the Editor : 
Katie Hayes letter in the 
R.G. of November 7, 1980, 
raised some issues of alleged 
sexism in the law school. 
While I agree with her on 
some observations and 
sisagree on others, I would 
like to address myself to the 
tone and implications of her 
letter. The tone at first glance 
is a moderate one. The letter 
begins with an 
acknowledgement that things 
a re much better than they on-
ce were-that overts signs of 
discrimination a re virtually 
absent from this school. In 
making these observations, 
Ms. Hayes demonstrated a 
legitima te sensitivity to the 
inadvertent as well as the ad-
vertent put-down of women. I 
would like to suggest that such 
sensitivi ty be expanded to 
awareness of inadevertent (I 
assume) put-downs of faculty. 
In particu lar, Ms. Hayes 
stated that " Inside and out-
s ide the classroom, most 
professors make a real effort 
to avoid gende r -li nked 
la nguage , offens ive sex-
s ter eotyped jokes, and 
unequal treatment of male 
and female students which 
[were) universal only a few 
years ago." 
In common usage, a " few" 
is less than ten. I have been 
teaching a t this school for over 
ten years. Therefore, accor-
ding to Ms. Hayes, I was guilty 
in and out of the classroom , of 
If my Grandfather Rogers 
had been President, we would 
have to do a rebuilding job on 
Iran <naturally>, Iraq <for 
being troublesome). Cuba (so 
the Ruskies won't be tempted 
to base missiles there again ), 
and Afghan (eliminating a 
sore spot>. Luckily, my Dad 
was able to convince Grandpa 
that it wouJd not be a good idea 
to nuke all the nations atten-
ding the Moscow Olympics, 
even if only to put the fear of 
God in their hearts. I was sort 
of pleased that the man with 
his finger on the button for the 
last four years has not been 
known as one to fly off the 
handle. A quick tempered 
man in charge could rea lly 
have changed the shape of the 
wor ld today (litera lly). 
The prosperity which is 
sought may have a high cost. 
People gave way to the health 
of the economy. Ideals of 
offens ive sex -ster eotyped 
jokes, and unequal treatment 
of male and female students, 
since such behavi or was 
"universal. " I know that in 
my case such accusations are 
false, and believe them to be 
fa lse in the case of many other 
fac ulty members. I further 
wonder how Ms. Hayes, who is 
a second-year student and who 
therefore presumably has not 
been here for even a " few" 
years, can even purpost to 
have such dogm atic 
knowleftge on the subject. 
In fact, I don't think she 
meant the accusation-at 
least not in the absolute and 
universal terms in which it 
was stated. The problem is the 
same as some of the subtler 
problems of sexism-insen-
sitivity. The result is the same 
as well- needless hackle-
raising and ill feelings. A fur-
ther result is counter-produc-
tivity: needless and invalid at-
tacks on people who are at-
t empting to deal with a 
problem will , justifiably or 
not, dampen their enthusiasm, 
for , if not their commitment 
to, eliminating sexism. 
- J im Martin 
A HALLOWEEN 
WITCH HUNT? 
I am writing in response to 
the recent Open Letter from 
the National Lawyers Guild to 
the Law School, urging that 
the CIA be prohibited from in-
terviewing here. (R.G., p. 8, 
. THE SAD THING is that 
Grandpa Rogers can get away 
with his foolish ideas because 
he's been senile for the last ten 
years. When you find him 
agreeing with a coherent per-
son, especially the one about 
to assume the Nation's highest 
office, you've got to wonder 
who's crazy. It's not the senile 
Reagan that I worry about, 
it 's the one who knows what 
he's doing. But my Grandpa 
would probably like him either 
way- he loves old Westerns. 
Mr. Rogers represents the views 
of a second year student at the Law 
School, who is also depressed over 
the recent loss of fellow Georgian 
Jimmy Carter. 
10/31/ 80). I am too young to 
remember it, and not enough 
of a historian to document it, 
but it seems likely that the 
NLG,the ACLU, and similar 
groups were considered to be 
co m munist sy m pa thizers 
during the late 1950's. As such, 
there were probably 
numerous proposals to banish 
them from the law schools of 
this country, and some schools 
that adopted the proposal. 
Indeed, with an 
astonishingly small amount of 
re-writing of the NLG's letter, 
the calendar could be turned 
back 25 years, and the tables 
turned 180 degrees. There are 
several paragraphs on the 
atrocities committed around 
the wor ld bv the "other side," 
one on the·dangers of today's 
shifting international political 
trends, a classic statement 
that our youthful minds are 
being " conditioned," and the 
final touch of "the signers ' 
names have been withheld by 
request ." 
"Those who cannot remem-
ber the past are condemned to 
repeat it." (George ·san-
tayana ) - I hope Uie ad-
ministration of this school has 
a better memory and under-
standing of the lessons of 
history than does the NLG and 
the 21 anonymous "signers." 
To them I can only say: You 
are no better than your 
enemies ; you are merely on 
the other side. 
JBMcComgs 
--
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The Bankruptcy of Liberalism 
By Walter Calhoun 
As a lifelong liberal Democrat, I was 
norrified by the magnitude of the 
Republican victory last Tuesday. Not 
only had Carter been repudiated in an 
ignominous fashion, but the "conscien-
ces" of the Senate: McGovern, Church, 
Culver, etc. were also defeated. 
The more I dwelled on the election 
however, the more I thought Carter had 
been made a scapegoat by the 
Democrats who had initially supported 
the candidacy of Ted Kennedy and who 
were unwilling to see how their own ac-
tions contributed to their defeat. These 
liberal Democrats weren't "Car-
teriz~" as much as they failed to ap-
preciate the full ramifications of their 
liberal philosophy 
Through a very humanitarian and 
compassionate desire to improve the 
conditions of life for Americans who 
were in need, we lost sight of our duty to 
make hard decisions among competing 
interests. 
As a resuJt, the federal deficit has 
been growing constantly each year with 
no end in sight. At least until last 
tuesday. 
We wanted the best of both worlds in 
a world of increasingly limited resour-
ces: a strong economy with little in-
flation or unemployment, strong defen-
- se, national health plans, even though 
the bottom line told us we could not af-
ford it. 
One might say that if conservatives 
were socially irresponsible, we liberals 
were fisca!Jy so. 
For example, there should be no 
doubt that the problems of the inner 
cities require a substantial amount of 
money. Coleman Young once remarked 
that these problems may not be com-
pletely solved by simply throwing 
money there, but conditions certainly 
grew worse without those funds. 
We, as liberals, were not wrong to 
confront these problems with every 
available resource at our disposal. But 
it was short-sighted a nd counter -
productive to pursue a number of ex-
The Town Schreier: 
By David Schreier 
As every hardcore bibliophile knows, 
there are over 50 libraries at the 
University of Michigan. These range 
from the ever-popular G: ad and Ugli to 
the obscure Library of Greek and 
Roman Recreation <Wipe the smirk off 
your face , faithful reader. It really 
exists.) Yet in spite of this surfeit of 
facilities, the library bequeathed by the 
great barrister Cook has become the 
principal focus for social activi ty 
among students at the Univer-
sity- many of whom do not even attend 
classes in the Hallowed Halls of Hut-
chins. (But then, many of those enrolled 
at Hutchins don't attend classes 
either. ) 
ling noisily down the Reading Room 
aisle seems a lot like a group of spirited 
fillies who have entered the corral and 
arc begging for a bronco to break them 
in. Although most law students disdain 
them, there are always those who will 
sink to any depth for a date. Take, for 
instance, Tim Bever, senior partner at 
the up-and-coming firm of Bucc i, 
Schreier, Tate, Lieb & Derbyshire, who 
offers this penetrating response to ac-
cusations that the fillies are shallow : 
"Anyone who'll go out with me can't be 
all bad". 
Still, ~he r epeated distraction of ear-
nes t, hardworking law students by the 
sounds of clacking heels and snapping 
gum seems too high a price to pay to let 
"A Pack of ~suzies' strutting noisily down 
the reading room aisle seems a lot like a 
group of spirited fillies who have entered 
the corral and are begging for a bronco to 
break them i'fl." 
Who are these members of the 
University community who presume to 
violate this inner sanctum of legal lear-
ning? What can be done to stop them? 
Suzie Soc. 
This var iety of trespasser is easily 
s potted . She is us ually wearing 
genuine , made-in-Israel Jordache 
J eans. <You don't have to be J ewish to 
wear J orcache) . She travels in packs of 
about two or three-all of them perched 
perilously on pairs of thin, six-inch high 
wooden heels. A pack of 'Suzies' strut-
losers like Bever procure Saturday 
Night Squeezes. What can be done to 
stamp out this menace? Thankfully, 
there is a simple solution: require all 
'Suzies' to check their heels at the 
reserve desk. 
Paul Poli Sci. 
This breed of invader is equally 
familiar to many law students. These 
boys come to the library every night, 
usually singJy or in pairs, in the hope 
that a process of osmosis wiJl occur. 
transforming them magically into real 
live law students by next September. 
penstve proJects without having the 
ability to pay for them. 
(;ertain conservatives have hailed the 
death of liberalism and the eod of social 
responsibility. In a recent article in the 
Free Press Joseph Sobran maliciously 
attacked the tenets of liberalism: 
"Liberalism has failed. lt is un-
natural. It expects people to subor-
dinate their concern for their families 
and themselves to an attenuated 'com-
passion' for remote strangers. You 
can't build a society on a principle so 
contrary to human nature ... In their 
hearts, even liberals know liberalism is 
false. The same people who denounce 
racism are far more likely to live next 
door to racists than to blacks.'' 
Though Sobran neglects the altruistic 
side of human nature, he does have a 
point that is worthy of consideration. 
At the risk of a m assive 
generalization, Sobran is right when he 
says liberals do not generally live the 
way we preach. Ethnic and racial 
divisions have, up to now, prevented us 
from organizing in a more complete 
and effective way. These divisions have 
not hampered groups such as the rising 
Moral Majority. 
But divisions have hampered our ef· 
forts to increase the dialogue AMONG 
liberals so that priorities can be 
a rra nged and coordinated so that 
money is not simply haphazzardly 
thrown to every worthy cause. 
To be effective, liberals will have to 
develop an integrated and comprehen-
sive program which will take into ac-
count the competing policy choices 
which have to be made in a systematic 
way. We will have to be more 
organized, more prudent, and, frankly, 
more fiscally responsible. Unless we 
want to commit political suicide every 
decade, good intentions and . 
humanitarian principles are no longer 
enough to justify a policy. 
Sobran and his fellow conser vatives 
a re offering liberals a challenge to 
create a just society but in a way which 
is economically feasible . We cannot 
shirk this responsiblilty nor let the last 
election deter us, but we must also 
learn from it. 
The Library Scene 
Among their tactics are: studying deep 
in the bowels of the stacks until after 
the library has closed ; trying to strike 
up casual conversations with law 
students in visible areas of the Reading 
Room ; and occasionally even checking 
out books at the desk or using the 
Black's Law Dictionary. The bolder 
ones have even been known to ask 
women law students out on dates. 
since these boys are generally unoo-
trusive and very eager, they should be 
put to constructive use. The could 
replace the Law Review pop picker-
uppers, first of all. With some minimal 
training in legal research and proper 
cite form, they could assist struggling 
first year students in Case Club, and do 
tangible research for all of the 
publications. Finally, they may even be 
able to triumph where the L.S.S.S. has 
failed- as the backbone of a law school 
note-taking service. Then we can just 
be like Med students and never attend 
class at all. 
Mike M.D. and 
Doris D.D.S. 
These arrogant any annoying 
creatures must ei ther be stopped, or 
sued. AJthougb small in number, they 
make their presence felt by sitting in 
pairs in the Reading Room and talking 
loudJy enough to be heard over the 
wail of an E.M.S. siren. 
Fortunately, these nuisances can be 
stamped out fairly easily. As we a ll 
know, by their second year most have 
developed strong dependencies on their 
beepers. If we station members of the 
champion Law Dogs football team at 
library entrances with orders to con-
fiscate all beepers, the problem will no 
doubt go into remission . 
Mary M.R.S. 
Although related to uzie Soc., this 
hardy breed differs in one important 
respect. She plays for keeps. For this 
reason, it is important, particularly for 
law school men, to be able to 
distinguish her from her more fickle 
relatives. She can be most easily spot· 
ted by her reading materia l, which 
spans a fairly narrow range from 
Spanish I to Doctor Spock. 
A wotd to the wise : give these 
calculating co-eds a wide berth. They 
don't care how long it takes them to 
compile enough credits to graduate-in 
fact, they don 't car e if they do 
graduate- as long as they leave Ann 
Arbor with Vista, MasterCharge, and 
unlimited revolving credit. 
Mitch Malpractice 
Thin final species of intruder is 
visible chieny during business hours, 
and can be distinguished by his rum-
pled tweed sporlcoat and tie, and bat-
tered briefcase. He uses the alr eady 
overtaxed library facility as if it was a n 
extention of his own obviously 
inadequate Ann Arbor office library. 
AJthough he may claim to be a 
graduate of a prestigious law school 
s uch as Michigan, Sta nford , or 
Georgetown , further probing will 
usually determine that he in fact atten-
ded Hamline, Gonzaga, or Warren 
Burger's alma mater, the St. Paul 
College of Law and Garage Door 
Repair. 
And Horowitz Reigns 
• 
By Paul Beighorr 
Vladimir Horowitz is a legend. Who 
else brings his own Steinway to a con-
cert? How many pianists can or would 
wipe their nose with one hand (using a 
handkerchief, of course> while con-
tinuing to play with the other? 
Delusions of glass hands, anyone? I 
spent four freezing hours in line just for 
the chance to see and hear this legend. 
Vladimir's ego, as large and well 
developed as his hands, would have 
loved it. 
The audience at Hill Auditorium on 
November 9 was expecting a Jot, both 
music and show. Everyone was amply 
rewarded on both counts. To set the 
mood, Horowitz kept us waiting for five 
minutes in the dark. When he finally 
appeared he refused to play until there 
was perfect silence. A deprecating 
glance told the crowd it would have to 
earn his art. We held our breath 
obediently. 
Unfortunately Horow1tz began the 
concert with his weakest suit, 
Beethoven. Horowitz seems unable to 
resist his mastery of romantic tricks, 
all of which are clearly out of place in 
classical settings. Beethoven's Piano 
Sonata No. 28 cannot be played like 
Rachmaninov without stragnling the 
stark grandeur of the music, 
HorowitZ'S INCESSANT RUBATO , 
EXTREME CRESCENDOS AND 
DECRESCENDOS, AND EXCESSIVE 
PEDAL RESULTED IN A LIFELESS 
READING OF THE FIRST OF 
Beethoven's late, great piano sonatas. 
The remainder of the program, 
however, was thoroughbred Romantic 
and magnificent. With the surprising 
exception of Chopin's " Black Keys" 
Etude, HorowitZ'S PLAYING WAS 
FLAWLESS IN INTERPRETATION 
AND TECHNIQUE. Time has 
diminished neither his sense of poetry 
nor his dexterity. Schuber t's lmprom· 
ptu in G Major and Traumerei . by 
Schumann, his first encore, were Im-
maculate in their simplicity. At the 
other end of the musical scale, the 
masses loved the obligatory show of 
virtuosity at the expense of music. 
Scriabin's Etudes and the third and 
final encore, perhaps Rachmaninov, 
satisfied the lust for flash. But what the 
bell, Horowitz plays schmaltz better 
than anyone. 
Without question, the heighth of the 
afternoon was the second half of the 
program-all Chopin. · Horowitz truly 
stands with the greatest Chopin inter-
preters: Lipatti, Rubinstein, de Pach· 
man, Cortot, and Pader~wski. His un-
canny ability to emphasize overlapping 
phrases as they pass through each 
other is unparalleled. I will not jump 
through hoops of superlatives. Suffice it 
to say, the legend of his music is true. 
At the end the crowd rose to its feet and 
adored Horowitz, the music and the 
man. 
The Academy of St. Martin-in-the-
Fields, unlike Horowitz, is not legen-
dary because of its personality. In fact I 
have always thought of the Academy as 
a musical automaton, spewing forth 
perfect interpretations of all types of 
music. This is not critical; music need 
not be idiosyncratic to be great. The 
Academy is justly famous for its 200 
recordings under its former director, 
NeviUe Marriner. But Nevilly is gone 
and I was skepticak whether lhe cham-
ber group would operate as smoothly 
without him. The Academy's recent 
concert at Hill, part of its first North 
LAKE'S 
GALLERY 
des ig n er jewe-lry 
fine ar ts 
Have you seen the 
new Lake's 
Gallery? 
Ann Arbor 's most 
interesting shop ... 
215 South State Street 
American tour, confirmed my 
suspicions. Though good, they are no 
longer the Academy of St. martin-in-
the-Fieldsd ; they are human. 
Marriner departed the London 
chamber ensemble more than a year 
ago for the Minnesota Orchestra 
(who? ) and the symphony repertoire. 
lona Brown has since served as concer· 
tmistress and leader. The transition 
from a conductor on a podium to no 
conductor would adversely affect any 
group, but when the conductor is 
Neville Marriner, the damage is 
Irreparable. I had the pleasure of 
hearing :\fr Marriner and the Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra this summer. fie 
is the most vigorous and precise leader 
I have ever seen and will, undoubtedly, 
succeed in hiS future wrestlings With 
Beethoven, Mahler and the like. But on 
November 3 I wished he and not lona 
Brown had been leading. 
The Academy that played in Ann AR· 
bor was coherent in tutt1 sections, but in 
passages where only a few mstruments 
played, the tight texture unraveled. As 
a result the renderings of Handel's 
Concerto Grosso in A Major, Op. 6, No. 
11 and Bach's Brandenburg Concerto 
No. 3 were not persuasive. Not only did 
the musicians not play well together, 
some of them were barely competent. 
The two cellists stood out as being par-
ticularly bad. Very thin tone coupled 
with rather speculative intonation 
ruined the Bach and Handel. Also iona 
Brown, fast and fruious though her 
fingers may be, has a harsh tone. 
But for all of these flaws, the Academy 
plays beautifully en masse. It is as if 
the negative qualities of the players 
synergistically combine to yield the 
perfect ASMF sound. Bartok's Diver-
timento for Strings, the final selection, 
provided a breathtaking display of this 
pure, homogenous tone. The inter-
pretation reflected the pathos, humor 
and fire of early Bartok ·without ever 
getting in the way. lona was perfectly 
cast as the gypsy fiddler in the third 
movement, a role which matched her 
tone and attire. 
The piece, however. worth waiting all 
evening for was Pachelbel's Kanon in D 
;\lajor. an excruciatingly beautiful 
Baroque work. wh1ch enjoyed a rebirth 
of popularity several years ago. 
Breakmg with tradition, the Academy 
distinctly articulated the phrases in the 
first half of the Kanon in an almost 
class1cal manner The second half 
returned to the flowing phrases of the 
Baroque period with stunning effect. 
Even Neville, the perfectionist, would 
have been proud But ~eville IS in St. 
Paul and the Academy is in London. At 
least I still have my records. 
Recommended recordi ngs: 
CBS 72969 Chopin recital/ Horowitz 
! import) 
Argo ZRG 657 Bartok Divertimento 
for Strings/ Asmf w/ Neville 
Marriner 
Stunt Man Flies High 
By Charles Ryans 
The Stunt man is a movie about 
paranoia and the unrealiabilit~ of j~m­
ping to conclusions on the bas1s of first 
impressions, and about ~he 
frustratingly wonderful task of creatmg 
a big budget movie. . 
The film involves a young V1etnam 
veteran named Cameron <Steve 
Railsback ) on the lam from the law <for 
a crime not revealed until late in the 
film) who wanders onto a movie set 
where he encounters the movie's high-
handed director, Eli Cross < P~ter 
O'Toole). Cross offers the fugitive 
protection from the law if he will agree 
to assume the identity of a stunt man 
who had accidently dr; wned after 
driving an old Duesenb~r~ off a, near~y 
br idge for a key scene m Cross mov1e. 
Cameron agrees to this. figuring that 
being paid $600-a-scene to dodge fake 
bullets is preferable to dodging the real 
bullets fired by the highway patrolmen 
pursuing him. 
Cross has (known to his film crew as 
"Eli the Terrible"> three days left to 
complete this bizarre anti-war epic in· 
volving a World War I fighter pilot, and 
he can't seem to get across what he 
wants the film to say. Cross sees the 
desperate recklessness of Cameron's 
will to survive as possibly the spark the 
film needs. Cross' stunt director has his 
doubts about the cocky kid; when be 
asks the fugitive whether or not he had 
ever done stunt work before, Cameron 
retorts, " I got out of Nam in one 
piece-that's a great stunt." 
Cameron is no simpleton, but it is 
clear that on Cross' set he is definitely 
fair game. He indulges the director 's 
lunatic-fringe genius by agreeing to 
engage in such araggerated antics as 
doing the Charleston on the wing of an 
airplane in flight. Almost immediately, 
OPEN FOR LUNCHEON AND DINNER 
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WEDNESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY 
EASY LISTENING MUSIC 
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Sports Poll 
Sorry that the Sports Poll box was not there when the R.G. rirst came out 
last Friday, but the jani.tors keep throwing my boxes away. In the future, I 
will keep the thing locked up. Despite this obstacle, we had a winner last 
week, the tenacious Phil Dutt with a score of 13-7. Once again , RICK'S 
AMERICAN CAFE on Church St. has awarded the winner a large pitcher of 
their finest spirits. Fine achievements deserve fine awards. 
T should add th~t the answer to last week's tiebreaker was George Bell 
(7'7" ) of University of California-Rivers ide. Most of the entrants concluded 
that it was Ralph Samson of Virginia , who is very close but hasn 't fini shed 
growing yet. 
Alabama vs. Notre Dame (2'h) 
Texas A & M ( 11 1'2) at Arkansas 
Georgia at Auburn (2'h > 
Baylor at Rice ( 91,~) 
Clemson (51-'z) at Maryland 
So. Carolina St. (2112) at Grambling 
Illinois (611'2) at Indiana 
Ohio St. at Iowa (151-2) 
Nebraska at Iowa St. 07 1h) 
Northeastern < 41'2 > at Lehigh 
Purdue 0 12l at Michigan 
Michigan St. (4112) at Minnesota 
Mississippi (61h) vs. Tennessee 
Missouri (4'h) at Oklahoma 
Wisconsin at Northwestern ( J31h) 
Rutgers (2112) at W. Virginia 
SMU at Texas Tech (5 1fl) 
Washington (7112) at USC 
Eau Claire (81'"l) at Western Kentucky 
T1e Breaker 
How many points will the Lions win by <or lose by l on Sunday? 
Name 
Address 
Dogs Die in Finale 
The Law Dogs ended their football 
season Thursday night with a loss to the 
Gold Inlays dental school team. The 
contest was ferocious with no one 
scoring at any time and the game en-
ding in a dead tie at half time. 
Turnovers seemed to hurt the Dogs 
plus the tendency to drive down the 
field only to be turned away at the goal 
line. Everyone on the field played spec-
tacularly in a game that had as many 
heros as it had snaps from center. 
The Dogs were handicapped early by 
the loss of three team members inter-
viewing in distant cities. Despite efforts 
by Coach Ross Crown to sabotage tran-
scripts and distort recommendations, 
three vital positions were absent in this 
final contest. Another loss befell the 
Dogs when quarterback Ling took a 
shot from one of the Dents on a play 
that resulted in the tooth twister being 
hustled off the fie d by the refs. Despite 
John McDe: mott's re peated 
assassination attempts, the opposition 
escaped without a serious casua lty. 
It was another good year for the Dogs 
who again came within one step of the 
finals but in the end, they did not have 
the horses to prevail. How can you ex-
pect to win a game without Tim Swan-
son? 
Wrestlers Sought 
Wrestlers are still being sought for 
Law Gold. Mimmal effor t is required on 
the participant's part. You must weigh 
in on Monday the 17th from 9 to 5 at the 
Intramural Gymnasium . The actual 
competition will be held on the 
following three nights. Slipping a piece 
of paper with your name and phone 
number into the CSARs box outside the 
Law School Student Senate room will 
help us size up the team. The CSARs do 
appreciate your participation. 
., Great Places~ 
Trov•l Consultants 
208 E. Washington 
THANKSGIVING BREAK FliGHTS 
TO NEW YORK 
From $118 
(Also Philadelphia) 
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS 
FOR INTERVIEWS. NO SERVICE CHARGE. WE HONOR MAJOR 
CREDIT CARDS. 
PHONE 769-1776 
Free Brian Virgil 
The Editor in Ghief of this publication 
has been on my back la tely about not 
contributing my incisive editorial 
comments. He has simultaneously ex-
pressed a gr.owing concern about the 
lack of feedback from the public about 
anything which we print. My intent then 
is to solve both of these problems at on-
ce. I know that people read my colum-
ns, even if it is Ol) ly for the free beer of-
fered by Rick's; I've seen your Sports 
Poll Entries. That proves to me that 
with the proper motivation, we can get 
something of a response o~l- of almost 
anyone. 
My ·goal is to start a write-in cam-
paign. There are some very serious 
topics which everyone could get in-
volved in here which would no doubt do 
the whole world a lot of good. We could 
seek to impeach Ronald Reagan before 
he takes office. We could take up a fund 
to sent Tim Swanson to a good 
psychiatrist. We could put the 
Ayatollah on the Nobel peace prize 
ballot. But I instead would like to see us 
do something which would not only 
deeply affect each of our lives, but 
would restore my faith in the humanity 
of mankind. I am speaking, of course, 
about freeing Brian Virgil. 
Some of you may not know the story 
of Brian Virgil, but it is one which a free 
and democratic nation should never 
tire of hearing. Brian was the place 
kicker and punter for the University of 
Michigan last year. He bad arrived 
here as the result of Bo's long and 
proven tradition of never recruiting a 
kicker. The results were as expected, 
although maybe a bit extreme. Brian 
bad key punts blocked <one for a touch-
down against Ohio State). He missed 
crucial extra points, never in the 42-Q 
games. Most impressive of all , he was 
1-10 in field goals, an all time record for 
simple rottenness. It was amazing that 
any good team could survive with such 
a special team. 
Anyway, after last season, there was 
a report of drug usage among the 
Wolverine football team. One of those 
indicted in such an action was poor old 
Brian. At the time, I thought it funny 
that a place kicker with the kind of 
statistics whir;h Brian had amassed 
would need to take drugs to get up for a 
big game. The report hit the front pages 
of papers everywhere I even got a let-
ter from my Dad in Georgia asking me 
what kind '>f an institution I went to. 
The players associated with the scandal 
were immediately thrown off of the 
team pending a resolution to an in-
depth investigation. The investigation 
dragged on, there being no great hurry 
to resolve it until spring training at the 
earliest. 
Finally, the report was found to !:>e 
untrue. All the players originally 
associated with the drug reports were 
r einstated on the team in full s tan-
ding-except one . That's right, Brian 
somehow never made it back from the 
ignominy of that incident. A few days af-
ter word got out that Brian was not 
back on the team yet, an a rticle hit the 
Sports pages sdying that Brian had 
resigned from the team Che probably 
wasn't getting the kind of build up he 
wanted). Since then, I have never heard 
a peep out of Brian Virgil. 
And where is Brian today? I really 
don't know. He may be sweltering away 
in some jail cell somewhere pending the 
outcome of another investigation. This 
IS exactly my point. Wherever Brian IS 
nowadays, he should be free to get back 
in the headlines again. I think a concen-
trated campaign of petitions and letters 
mailed off to t.he governor , the regents 
and Bo will locate this most unfortunate 
place kicker. Besides, he still has a 
year of varsity eligibility left. Maybe 
he'd consider transferring to Ohio 
State. 
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CIA 
Bellant told the crowd that the CIA 
could not operate without the support of 
organizations such as the law school, 
which provide it with talent. 
On the ninth floor of the Legal 
Research Building, Ernest Mayerfield 
interviewed thirteen Jaw students for 
both summer and permanent positions 
with OGC. Placement Director Nancy 
Krieger said that she deliberately 
housed Mayerfield in the Legal Resear-
ch Building so that other interviewers 
and students would not be disturbed if 
the demonstration moved to Room 200. 
Mayer field was puzzled by the 
demonstrations. "We tell our client, 
which is the agency what it can do and 
what it cannot do," he said. "Would you 
prefer a lawless CIA without lawyers? 
Isn't a CIA with Michigan lawyers bet-
ter than one wilhour?" 
He saul the tieneral vounsel plays a 
"housekeeping role" in the agency, 
particularly since the office was 
reorganized five years ago t~ renect a 
changed attitude in the pubhc and the 
courts toward CIA activities. 
"The CIA Act of 1949 gave the agency 
a skeletal structure, so there wasn 't 
much need for lav.ryers," he explained. 
"There wasn't much Congressional 
oversight and nobody ever took us to 
court. 
" AJI of that changed in the mid-
70s- and it should have," he continued. 
"People questioned the Agency's line o£ 
authority and its interference with 
basic Constitutional rights. They raised 
serious questions which had never been 
asked before." 
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PIZZA BOB'S masticating the munchies away, ingesting epicu-
rean del ights, imbibing impossibly delicious potables, submitting 
their taste buds to salacious assau lts of indescribable ecstacy . 
Or, in other words, they probably slud on down to P.B.'s to 
wrap themselves around one of the best tasting meals in A2. 
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While he acknowledged the past 
illegalities of the agency, Mayerfi_eld 
said that he is unaware of any Im-
proprieties within the OGC. 
Specifically, he stated that he had 
never heard of any a llegations which 
involved the General Counsel with an 
assassination plot against Castro. " I 
don't believe that has ever been alleged 
anywhere," he said. 
Mayerfield insisted that he came to 
campus to interview lawyers to do !ega' 
work for the OGC- not for any othet 
agency unit. 
Julie Hurwit, director of the demon 
stration, was pleased with its size. " It' 
good to know that people are willing t 
come out here given the reactionar 
mood of the country," she said. " I thin 
this demonstration will raise sorr 
issues in the pubhc about the role of t1 
CIA, and its impace on lives, not on 
abroad. but here in the United States. 
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1 L AST SPRING, three ambitious law students decided to resurrect The I 1 Codicil by publishing a year book for the law school. Based on the I 
I strong student response, the Law School Senate has allocated funds toward I 
the publication of another yearbook for this year. The book will include in-
1 dividual photographys of all fir~t. second, thlrd year and graduate students, I 
I faculty members, and law school organizations. along with candid shots of I 
1 law school activities. I 
I As editors of this year's book, we hope to get an early start so as to in- I elude as many of the school year's events as possible and to have the books 
I uistributed before the end of the school year. In order to do so, we need your I 
I help. The size of the yearbook and the cost of publication are in part deter- I . 
1 mined by the amount of student interest. Accordingly, before committing 1 
I the Student Senate to a publishing contract, we need an indication of the 1 amount of student interest. Please fill out the following brief questionaire to I 
I let us know the extent of your interest in having a Jaw school yearbook 
1 published this year. The questionaire is neither an order nor a committment I 
1 to purchase. 1 
We have received a number of inquiries from students who did not I I receive their copies or the yearbook over the summer. We are forwarding 
I such inquiries to both the publishing company and last year's editors. If you I 
I ordered but did not recieve a yearbook last year , please leave your name, I 
1 address. and phone number in the yearbook mailbox outside of the Senate of- 1 
I nee. 1 
I 
Thanks for your help! I 
Amy Wachs 
1 ~1ark Lezotte 1 
I l. Did you order a yearbook last year ? I 
1 Yes __ No_ _ I 
I 2. Would you be interested in ordering one this year ? I 
1 Yes_ No_ I 
I 3. What class year are you? I 
I tst_ 2nd_3rd_ I 
I grad_ faculty_ I 
I Please deposit this form in the box I 
1 on the table near Room 100. Thank you. I 
~------------------------~ 
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